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QUESTION 1

How should OSGl configurations be deployed in AEM? 

A. As an XML file 

B. As text files 

C. Using the OSGl config console 

D. As a package 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer recently launched a new marketing campaign with large number of dynamic pages. The environment has a
typical 1:1 deployment using two publish and two dispatchers. 

The customer experiences performance degradation due to several factors: 

1.

 Dynamic marketing campaign pages 

2.

 Significant number of additional components on each dynamic page 

3.

 Increased concurrent traffic to the site 

What should an Architect recommend to improve performance? 

A. Add additional Publish instances 

B. Add additional dispatchers 

C. Increase Publish server disk capacity 

D. Configure dispatcher caching 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A client\\'s marketing pages are generally slow to load which is causing a significant drop in sales. All other AEM pages
load within expected performance guidelines regardless of whether the visitor is being served the desktop or mobile
experiences. 
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The marketing pages typically get slower when multiple external campaigns such as Facebook or AdWords drive traffic
to those pages. The page performance tends to dip during high traffic periods Internal campaign clicks such as those
from hero images use similar campaign codes as external campaign traffic. 

What should the Architect do to resolve this issue? 

A. Convert the marketing pages to a responsive design instead of an adaptive design 

B. Set AEM to use GZIP compression instead of the web servers compression 

C. Add a new dispatcher farm to assist with the clients marketing pages 

D. Modify the dispatcher.any files section to ignore campaign-based URL parameters 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

An author makes changes to a page and performs replication to a publish site. Adobe Launch is used to add Analytics
tags to the page. The old version of the page still appears on the dispatcher. 

The Architect cleared the local browser and dispatcher cache. Also, replication queue has been verified and there are
no pending replication jobs. 

Which two steps should be performed to resolve this issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Check that the stat files are not missing on the dispatcher 

B. Check that permissions are appropriate for the resources 

C. Check that dependent components and templates are available on Publish 

D. Check that the replication agents are configured 

E. Check that the launch libraries have been published 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer with an international website has authors all over the world who work on content. Each day, a high amount
of content changes are done through page editing, workflows, and translations. 

Performance of the AEM Author starts off fine but degrades over time. Monitoring shows the available disk space is
steadily decreasing. A health check shows that the daily maintenance jobs did not finish. 

What two actions should the Architect do to resolve the issue? (Choose two.) 

A. Run version and workflow purging 

B. Recommend running offline Tar compaction 

C. Recommend running online Tar compaction 
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D. Extend the daily window for online revision cleanup 

E. Increase the allocated memory to AEM 

Correct Answer: CE 
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